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The Healthy
Community Corridor

The Healthy Community Corridor project addresses popu-
lation health and health equity by adopting the public 
health approach of  Critical Medical Anthropology and ap-
plying it to the Safe Routes to Parks model of  improving 
access to physical activity.   By bringing these two best 
practices together, we believe the Healthy Community 
Corridor can serve as a model program for other cities 
looking to build capacity and take tangible steps towards 
improving the health of  their underserved communities 
through improvements to the built
environment.

Through the lens of  Critical Medical Anthropology, 
the Health Community. Corridor looks at the  current 
public health crisis made evident by the most recent 

County Health Rankings1 and asks, “How can this 
situation be improved?”  By taking into account an on-
the-ground survey of  the social relationships and knowl-
edge of  the community, our partnerships with existing 
community organizations is intended to empower these 
organizations to take ownership of  neighborhood parks 
in the interest of  improving access to physical health in 
the built environment.  In attempting to apply this crit-
ical theory of  anthropology towards improving public 
health outcomes, we recognize that not only do behav-
ioral determinants of  health need to be addressed, but 
also political barriers must be overcome as well.  To that 
end, the Health Community Corridor is formatted to 
address multiple scales throughout the project duration: 

1Wyandotte County,   Kansas is home to a diverse population that has been identified by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation’s County Health Rankings as 
having the poorest health in the state of  Kansas (101st out of  101 counties).

2NRPA. Safe Routes to Parks: Improving Access to Parks through Walkability.  Retrieved from https://www.nrpa.org/publications-research/research-papers/

This project was a proposal submitted to the Aetna Foundation’s Healthiest Cities & Counties 
Challenge and was awarded funding to the Unified Government of Wyandotte County / Kansas 
City, Kansas.  Dotte Agency provided the support in developing the proposal and providing sup-
porting evidences of a collection of projects that we had competed through coursework and other 
foundation supported projects since 2014. The intent of our proposal was to improve the quality 
of life through the development of community relationships and the resolve to continually work 
together in developing effective strategies that meet the public health needs of the community. 
See http://www.healthiestcities.org/map/wyandotte-county-kansas to see how the Aetna 
Foundation highlights the work.

Addressing Health Equity

Project
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the. Individual scale, the neighborhood scale and 
the policy scale.
 Safe Routes to Parks was developed by the Na-
tional Recreation and Parks Association to promote 
improving access to parks through increased walk-
ability.2 It was built upon the success of  Safe Routes 
to Schools, which saw local advocacy efforts around 
the country pave the way for greater investments 
in infrastructure, such as sidewalks, crosswalks, and 
walk-to-school programs.  Using a similar approach, 
the Safe Routes to Parks model encourages greater ac-
cess to parks based upon best practices and empir-
ical evidence that demonstrates the health benefits 

of  having a nearby safe and well connected park 
that can encourage walking.  
 With the Safe Routes to Parks model in mind, 
our proposal to develop the Health Community 
Corridor tackles the four obstacles most often found 
when attempting to improve walkability; proximity 
to parks, lack of  infrastructure, crime and traffic 
safety concerns, and partnership building. 
 In defining our focus area, through another 
foundation grant, “Connecting the Dottes,” we de-
veloped a network system diagram with community 
partners to identify the predominant walking and 
biking routes in the city. (Fig. 01 & 02)

Fig. 01 | Terry Jackson, active bicyle advocate for over 50 years and Javin Martin, director of  ‘Free Wheels for Kids,’ share their in-
sight on where the safest, most pleasurable bike routes are in the ‘Healthy Community Corridor.’ After a long conversation & drawing 
on maps, we were able to identify the best bicycle routes in the community.

The Healthy Community Corridor
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The Healthy Community Corridor

 This initial work was congruent with the Health 
Communities Wyandotte Infrastructure Action Team priorities 
where a 10th Street Bike Corridor was being planned 
and ultimately implemented in 2016 as the ‘spine’ of  
our proposal.  By folding together our efforts to increase 
proximity to parks, we aligned bike corridors with major 
neighborhood corridors, and created a boundary area 
that includes a half-mile buffer to the proposed focus 
area. (Fig. 03)
 Together, this represents a population of  over 
84,765 (2010 Census), which is over half  of  the county’s 
population.  As of  2016, Wyandotte County ranked 101 
out of  101 counties in the state of  Kansas.  The adult 
obesity rate is 38% (at 25% nationally), the physical 
inactivity rate is at 33% (at 20% nationally) and 35% of  

children in the county live in poverty (at 13% national-
ly).3  The focus area that has been defined is the most 
urban and densely populated area within the commu-
nity, and the rates within that area may even be higher 
than the county at large.  By connecting that population 
to the parks in nearby proximity to their neighborhoods, 
this proposal addresses health equity at the core of  the 
Healthy Community Corridor.
 In response to the lack of  infrastructure and 
many parks in the state of  disrepair, (Fig. 3.5) multiple 
proposals are currently in development.   There are 
neighborhood community block leaders working to 
uncover existing brick sidewalks that have been buried 
under years of  sediment and neglect. (Figs. 4, 5 & 6)

3University of  Wisconsin Population Health Institute, Robert Wood Johnson Foundation.  (2016). County Health Rankings. Retrieved from http://www.count-
yhealthrankings.org/app/kansas/2016/rankings/wyandotte/county/outcomes/overall/

Fig. 02 | A preliminary sketch was developed as a result of  several conversations with community partners. This map illustrates 
locations of  parks and key routes through the city. It also identifies the population count within 1/2 mile of  each park.
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Fig. 03 | This map identifies the ‘Healthy Community Corridor’ 
which is a more refined version of  the initial sketch developed with 
community partners.

Fig. 04 | We organized a set of  about 30 KU student volunteers to join a large crew of  Bethany Neighborhood residents to 
hold a neighborhood clean-up where trash was collected and overgrown limbs were trimmed.

Fig. 03.5 | This park sign illustrates the general state of  signage in 
the Wyandotte County parks.
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Fig. 05 & 06 | Student volunteers unearthed a brick sidewalk during the neighborhood clean-up in Bethany Neighborhood.

The Healthy Community Corridor

With community buy-in and physical activity grants, the 
KU Work Group has worked with the Latino Health For 
All Coalition, the Central Avenue Betterment Asso-
ciation and Dotte Agency to help orchestrate a series 
of  community engagement events to identify the park 
use interests of  local residents and business employees, 
ultimately to promote their interest in using the park. 
(Fig. 7 & Fig. 8) Ultimately, this lead to the development 
of  an overall and fitness exercise installations in Betha-
ny Park. (Fig. 9 & 10) Additional resources from various 
healthcare grants have strategically aligned to invest in 
park infrastructure through community engagement 
and participation in the park events.  We see the present 
lack of  infrastructure as an opportunity for the Healthy 
Community Corridor to bring together residents and listen 
to them about what they think would make their neigh-
borhood parks more enjoyable to use, and then develop 
proposals. That meet their needs as well as improving 
access to physical activity. 

 In addressing issues of  crime and traffic safety, 
our community partners include a bicycle advocacy 
organization that teaches bike-riding safety to kids, as 
well as a rape crisis center that is working towards the 
development of  park design guidelines that can help 
reduce the threat of  sexual violence in our parks. The 
Healthy Community Corridor has leveraged tobacco. Cessa-
tion programs within the county’s Health Department to 
partner within the parks on cleanup events (Fig. 11) that 
both reduce signs of  physical disorder while increasing 
anti-smoking awareness. (Fig. 12) More than anything, 
however, we know that parks that are well used, and 
have ‘eyes on the street,’ promote a greater sense of  
safety within the community.   This is why the Healthy 
Community Corridor is designed to listen to our residents 
and program new events in the parks that will invite 
residents to have a sense of  community ownership and 
increase overall participation in walking activities.
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The Healthy Community Corridor

Fig. 07 | This map was created to support the KU Work Group of  
Community Health and Development to illustrate the possible exer-
cise elements in Bethany Park.

Fig. 10

Fig. 08 | A community engagement event was held to gain local 
residents’ priority interests.

Fig. 09 | Dotte Agency assisted in identifying where the exercise 
elements would be installed and coordinate the ordering and instal-
lation of  those in coordination with UG Parks & Recreation.

Fig. 11 | Community partners assist in cleaning the park in prepara-
tion of  a 5K Run in Jersey Creek Park.
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drinking fountain

informational sign

1.  plyometric boxes, 3 [$1860]

2.  multi bench [$1461]

3.  horizontal bar [$700]

4.  parallel bar [$834]

5.  stretch posts [$327]

6.  sit-up bench [$1481]

7.  push up bar [$300, est.]

8.  plyometric box [$620]

9.  plyometric box [$620]

10.  plyometric box [$620]

11.  balance beam [$300, est.]

SUBTOTAL:  $9123
FREIGHT:  $2500, est.
TOTAL:  $11,623

funded by:
REACH grant/KU Work Group, LHFA

drinking fountain by Parks & Rec (?);
infrastructure condition (?)

informational sign by Dotte Agency;
funded by CHC/CDC 1422 + HCF

futsal courts

playground

11

Bethany Park

* http://www.triactiveamerica.com/products/catalog/triactive-fitness-equipment

* Triactive America: 800.587.4228
shipping:  6 weeks; taxes: N/A (correct?)
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 To further expand the concept of  a network of  
sidewalks and trails, Dotte Agency coordinated a set 
of  meetings to develop a Levee Trail concept with the 
Healthy Communities Infrastructure Action team. (Fig. 13) 
Over ten miles of  gravel path along the Kansas River 
Levee has been gated and reserved for Corps of  Engi-
neers access for many years. (Fig. 14) At the start of  the 
project, there was great resistance to opening up this 
space for common, public access with fear of  it being an 
unsafe space.  Creating a vision of  what this could be 
was an important part of  the process to gaining interest 
of  local industries and businesses to support this proj-
ect.  In order to promote engagement with the ideas, 
Dotte Agency has brought the Mobile Collaboratory for 
a couple events:  one, that collected information from 
residents about what they would like to see happen re-
lated to the Levee (Fig. 15 & 16) (and a second, one that 
put together a Story-telling event (funded by a KU Hall 
Center Grant) to collect stories (Fig. 17 & 18) from local 
residents about their city and neighborhoods. Ultimate-
ly, many hypothetical ideas (Fig. 19) were developed to 
activate the landscape.  One that gained strong support 
was the design of  a sign (Fig. 20 & 21) created through 
Dotte Agency and a set of  KU architecture students 
under Professor Nils Gore built and installed a sign that 
announced the entry to the levee trail to those passing by 
on a busy, arterial road. 

Fig. 12 | Dotte Agency developed a demonstration project that 
helps residents see the number of  cigarette butts collected in Huron 
Park—in an anti-tobacco campaign.  These were collected during a 
community event that Dotte Agency orchestrated.

Fig. 13 | Neil Tally, a student, developed a vision of  the how the 
opening of  the Kansas River Levee trail could help connect the 
community through designated bike and hiking trails.  This idea was 
developed with community partners.

Fig. 14 | This is the Kansas River Levee Trail which is currently a 
gravel path through an industrial landscape.
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Fig. 15 | Dotte Agency assisted in making a Kansas River Levee Trail event that brought many community leaders and residents together to 
discuss the possible trail and its needs to make it a safe, attractive asset to the city.

Fig. 16 | Dotte Agency assisted in making a Kansas River Levee 
Trail event that brought many community leaders and residents 
together to discuss the possible trail and its needs to make it a safe, 
attractive asset to the city.

Fig. 18 | Along with Caryn Miriam-Goldberg collecting residents’ 
stories, Dotte Agency exhibited students’ ideas for how the levee trail 
and area could be developed.  This event created an opportunity for 
many to meet and exchange ideas at the river’s edge.

Fig. 19

Fig. 17 | Dotte Agency received a Scholars on Site grant from the 
Hall Center for Humanities to develop mobile infrastructure for par-
ticipatory design ethnography and to have Caryn Miriam-Goldberg 
participate in the Kansas River Levee Trail Fest to collect stories 
from area residents about their connections to place.
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 Lastly, in relationship to building partner rela-
tionships, the feedback received from partners regarding 
the development of  this project has indicated an excite-
ment about what the Healthy Community Corridor can 
bring to Wyandotte County. (Fig. 22) There has been a 
groundswell of  community-based organizations mobiliz-
ing to improve the health and welfare of  the constituent 
neighborhoods.  As a city department within a larger 
county government structure, Parks and Recreation is 

sometimes faced with challenges in how to best respond 
to the increased pace of  activity and desire to improve 
the built environment within facilities and parks that 
they manage.  Through the Healthiest Cities Challenge, 
new conversations and other funding sources have been 
sought and secured to improve ‘small bet’ projects. This 
project has been an innovative and beneficial experience 
for the department and for community partners to
rally around.

The Healthy Community Corridor

Fig. 20 | Levee Trail signage was designed, fabricated and ultimately 
installed to announce the entry to the Levee Trail.  Here, the letters 
were made part of  the event to bring awareness to this in-progress 
project.

Fig. 22 | A detailed map of  park amenities was created by 
student Neil Tally.

Fig. 21 | The Levee Trail signs were installed at the BPU Power 
Plant alongside the road that leads to the Levee Trail.
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